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Abstract 
Surface seismic offers a promising technique to monitor C02 flood fronts during 
enhanced oil recovery process. Changes in seismic signature have been observed with 
C02 flooding but quantification of the seismic signature with respect to subsurface 
saturation is still in its infancy. The model currently used in industries for fluid 
quantification are either non-linear or inappropriately describe the rock-fluid system 
undergoing C02 flooding. This study is focused on quantification of the variation in 
seismic parameters (velocity and impedance) with the change in subsurface fluid type 
and saturation. 
In order to achieve this objective, velocity equilibration study is performed to 
understand the time required for liquid C02 to equilibrate in pores. This is followed by 
experiments to observe the influence of effective pressure on velocity. The outcomes of 
the above experiments determined some of the parameters for flooding experiments. 
The results of the flooding experiments are presented where velocity and density were 
monitored as the pore fluids (formation brine and oil, and C02) are replaced 
sequentially. All the experiments were performed at in-situ pressure conditions on plugs 
(Tuscaloosa sandstones) recovered from a well in a field currently undergoing C02 
flooding. The plugs used are characterized as fluvial (quartz~87%, clay~ 10%) and 
distributary channels (quartz~ 75%, clay~ 17% ). 
During brine flooding on dry samples, a decrease m P-wave velocity (~2%) was 
observed till 95% saturation and thereafter the velocity increases by 15% during the 
remaining 5% saturation. After attaining 100% brine saturation, oil was pumped to 
displace brine till irreducible water saturation was achieved. A linear drop of 4% in 
XVll 
velocity was observed during this step. Liquid C02 was injected to displace oil-brine 
system and a drop of 8% in P-velocity was observed. Associated changes in P-wave 
impedance due to change in pore fluid saturation were observed to be 25%, -5% and -
8% respectively for the three flooding experiment. Biot-Gassmann modeling showed 
good agreement with experimental results for gas-brine and oil-brine system but not for 
liquid C02 flooding. However, the C02 flooding experimental data validated patchy 
model. Apart from patchy model, an empirical correlation is developed that can be used 
directly to convert seismically interpreted pre and post flooded impedance data to C02 
saturation. 
Using the patchy model and empirical correlation, the fluid substitution on field pre-
flooded logs quantified the C02 saturation. Based on the pre flooded base and 
empirically C02 substituted logs, a synthetic seismic difference was generated as a 
function of C02 saturation to study the 4D seismic signature and A VO response to C02 
saturation. 
XVlll 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Need for Enhanced Oil and Gas Recovery 
In 2011 , U.S. Department of Energy published that 90% of the wells in oil producing 
states (filled with red in Fig. 1.1) are nearing their end of its economical useful. In such 
situation, enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques play critical role by extending the 
life of an existing field. Advanced Resources International in 2005 estimated that 400 
billion barrels of oil in excess can be produced through EOR techniques out of 1124 
billion barrels of undeveloped oil in place. 
Figure 1.1: Top 10 states in terms of number of stripper wells (DOE, 2011) 
There are many EOR techniques that are being adopted based on the reserv01r 
characteristics, reservou fluid properties, availability of the flooding fluid and 
economics. One of the forthcoming techniques is C02 - EOR technique. Apart from 
C02-EOR technique, other available techniques are water flooding, steam flooding, in-
situ combustion etc. These techniques have their own merits and demerits; however, 
1 
because of the dual benefits from C02-EOR i.e. additional oil recovery and C02 
sequestration, it is one of the most favored methods. 
1.2 Carbon dioxide (C02) in enhanced oil recovery process 
A histogram, shown in Fig. 1.2., depicts the increasing trend of oil production from 
1972 till 2008 using C02 in EOR (NETL, 20 I 0). A vast uninterrupted C02 source is 
required to meet such increasing demand. 
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Figure 1.2: Histogram of EOR production using C02 from 1972 to 2008 shows 
increasing trend (NETL, 2010). 
Currently, C02 for EOR is acquired from natural sources but the supplies can be 
increased by trapping emissions from the industries and power plants. In the US, 
approximately 70% of the electricity comes from power plants driven by fossil fuels 
(IEA, 2012) and they are responsible for emitting 2.3 billion tons of C02, in 2009 (EIP, 
2011). This emitted greenhouse gas, with proper planning and technology, can be 
utilized for enhancing oil and gas production in the nearby stripper wells (Fig.1.3). 
2 
Figure 1.3: The potential area for EOR recovery in United States (Hovorka & 
Tinker, 2010) 
Generally, operators select the wells with failing production or with water breakthrough 
as injector wells for flooding C02 in the reservoir. C02 is transported through pipeline 
to the injector wellhead installation from a C02 source. The C02 source is either a 
natural pool (more often) or industrial effluent (rarely used). Pressurizing units, such as 
compressors, compress the gaseous C02 and convert it into liquid state. This liquid C02 
is injected in the subsurface reservoir which provides a pressure drive to liquid 
hydrocarbon to the surface through a production well (Fig 1.4). 
3 
lntected C<lt 
encounters t1appcd ol:I 
co, and 
ollml• 
Oil t:Jtpand• and mows 
towards producing well 
Figure 1.4: The process of C02 flooding in the reservoir (NETL, 2010). 
Apart from exerting a pressure drive, the liquid C02 forms a miscible phase with the 
reservoir fluid present in the pores and thus decrease the density and viscosity of the 
fluid. Thus, increases the mobility of the fluid . It also results in decrease of surface 
tension between the fluid and grain surface which decreases the capillary pressure. 
Reservoir fluids thus seep out of the thin pores due to decrease in capillary pressure. It 
is also observed that some rock matrix (like coal, clays etc.) has higher affinity towards 
absorbing liquid C02. This shift in affinity from former existing reservoir fluid to liquid 
C02, discharge more reservoir fluids while trapping the liquid C02. This is also a factor 
which is responsible for existence of methane front before C02 flood front in the gas 
reservoir. The typical flood front pattern (as shown in Fig 1.4) consist of oil front, water 
front, miscible zone, methane front and liquid C02 in series. 
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1.3 Seismic as mapping technique 
It is very essential to locate the injected C02 due to numerous reasons. For EOR 
purposes, locating C02 will assist in determining the area swept, oil recovery, 
production and history matching of the nearby producing wells. However, in case of 
C02 sequestration, then obtaining information about leakages and storage is the prime 
motive. After being injected in the subsurface, C02 presence is monitored by several 
techniques as defined by National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), US 
department of energy. According to NETL 2009 report, the proposed monitoring 
techniques were classified as Atmospheric, Near-surface and Subsurface Monitoring. 
Atmospheric monitoring technique detects the increased amount of C02 in the 
atmosphere column near the surface right above the C02 flooded reservoir. It is 
economical and effective to detect leakages, however, quite inefficient to map the C02 
flood front in absence of leakages. Near surface monitoring techniques, on the other 
hand, locate the topographic, chemical and potential differences on the surface. 
Subsurface monitoring is the technique by which C02 can be detected deep in the 
reservoir using sensors sensitive to C02 presence. Among all the monitoring and 
mapping technologies, surface seismic offers a promising technique to monitor the C02 
flood front remotely in the subsurface over a large area. Seismic data can provide high 
quality information on C02 distribution and migration in the subsurface. 
1.4 Research objectives and scope of the study 
A number of authors have reported seismic signature associated with C02 flooding but 
quantification of the seismic signature with respect to subsurface saturation is still in its 
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infancy. Also, they are unable to detect low C02 concentration, mineral trapped C02 
and usually encounter low signal to noise ratio (NETL, 2009). 
This study is primarily focused on quantification of variations in the seismic parameters 
(velocity and impedance) with the change in subsurface fluid type and saturation. This 
quantitative analysis based on laboratory measurements will be used to interpret and 
calibrate 4D seismic data set acquired over the region. Petrophysical measurements of 
the samples were performed before C02 flooding. Laboratory scale ultrasonic velocity 
was measured with three flooding scenarios in series. The different fluids used in 
experiments for flooding are formation brine, formation oil and research grade liquid 
C02. The experiment creates an understanding of velocity behavior with different 
fluids, their saturation and effective pressure. Later, these form a basis for analyzing 
well logs and 3D seismic survey acquired with the purpose of mapping C02 flood front. 
Post flooded synthetic sonic log of a C02 injector is generated from pre-flooded sonic 
logs using fluid substitution model and laboratory measurements. Empirical and 
theoretical correlations are evaluated using these measurements. The modeled sonic log, 
generated by substituting C02, is correlated and compared with the actual post flooded 
sonic log. 
1.5 Study area 
The study was performed on Tuscaloosa and Paluxy sandstones cored from a well 
placed in reservoir ' Holt-Bryant zone ' at Delhi field, Louisiana State (Fig. 1.5). The 
core was taken from 3204 to 3285 ft of the Delhi field , located at the updip limit of the 
Tuscaloosa producing trend. This 84 ft core was divided into 6 units based on the 
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depositional environment i.e. fluvial channel, distributary mouth bar and 
estuary/distributary mouth channel. 
( __ , 
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Figure 1.5: Geographic location of Delhi field 
A detailed look of the Delhi field is shown in Fig. 1.6. The outlined area shows the 
regions where seismic data was acquired. Richards, 2011 described this field seismic 
survey in which he mentioned the manner in which 30 seismic survey and logs were 
taken in a sequence to map injected C02. In the Fig 1.6., Blue region shows the 2008 
acquired 30 seismic survey area on the part of reservoir which was flooded with water 
in 1953. In 2010, 30 Seismic survey was acquired again over the other part of field 
outlined in red in Fig 1.6. 
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Figure 1.6: The 3D seismic area acquired over Delhi field in 2008 (in blue) and 
2010 (in red). The overlapped area becomes the 4D seismic, the difference map 
between the two 3D seismic surveys. A mini 3D survey (shown in brown) was 
recorded in 2010 (Richards, 2011). 
A small 3D seismic survey was acquired in Jan, 20 l 0 and was compared with the 2008 
3D seismic survey to observe the C02 flood front and its presence. An amplitude 
difference map as shown in Fig 1.7 was created by subtracting 2008 3D seismic 
amplitude from 2010 3D seismic amplitude, also known as Paluxy amplitude difference 
(Richards, 2011 ). 
Figure 1.7: The Paluxy amplitude difference created between 2010 (post C02 
flooded) and 2008 (pre C02 flooded) survey. The red triangles show the injector 
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wells and the red circles shows producing wells. The map shows low impedance 
near the injector well shown in yellow and high impedance near producing wells in 
blue (Richards, 2011). 
The amplitude and impedance difference are good indicators of low impedance zones 
which gives qualitative possibility of C02 presence in gaseous as well as in liquid state. 
The area with yellow and orange colors shows the presence of C02 and the area with 
navy and sky blue shows water and oil, respectively. The red circular dots and 
triangular symbols are producers and C02 injector respectively. The grey colored region 
gives some indication of the direction of C02 flood front. A detailed description is 
provided in Chapter 2. 
1.6 Synopsis 
This study is divided m 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is about introducing C02 EOR, its 
significance and detection using se1sm1c velocity. A review of relevant previous 
literature is mentioned in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 comprises a detailed description of 
experimental set up and procedure adopted to demonstrate the objective of this study. In 
Chapter 4, results and observations obtained from the experiments are discussed along 
with its features and implications. Chapter 5 will conclude this study with some critical 
remarks and application of this study in the 3D/4D seismic survey. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Carbon dioxide enhanced oil recovery (C02-EOR) is the tertiary oil recovery technique 
and was patented by Whorton et al in 1952. The first application of the C02-EOR 
technique was showcased on one of the largest U.S oil fields in Scurry County, Texas 
(DOE, 2011) in 1972. The merits of C02 as an EOR agent was well known back in 
1970' s as discussed by Holm and Josendal , 1972. When C02 is injected in to an oil 
reservoir, it is responsible for the swelling of oil, increase in oil density and decrease in 
oil viscosity. It is also corrosive to rock and is found to affect clay minerals (Barclay 
and Worden, 2000; Kharaka et al. , 2006; Benson and Cole, 2008). In this Chapter, we 
will review the previous efforts of authors that helped us to understand the complex 
nature of C02, seismic mapping of fluid (water and liquid C02) flood, velocity effective 
pressure relationships, application of Biot-Gassmann theory and rock alterations to C02 
exposure. 
2.2 C02 as a complex gas 
C02 is a gas of complex nature because of its properties and phases at which it exist. 
C02 phase behavior as a function of temperature and pressure is shown in Fig 2.1. C02 
exist as gas at N.T.P. C02 as gas is slightly heavier and denser than air. 
At temperature and pressure more than critical point (> 31 . l °C and/or > l 070 psi); C0 2 
attains supercritical state. This state is somewhere in between gaseous and liquid state 
characterized by high density (like liquid) but low viscosity fluid of high volume (like 
gas). At lower temperature, C02 turns into liquid state above critical pressure, while at 
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Figure 2.1: The carbon dioxide (C02) phase diagram (Shakhashiri, 2008). 
For the purpose of enhanced oil and gas recovery and C02 sequestration, C02 is 
pressurized and injected in its liquid state into the reservoir, usually below 800 m, via 
an injector well. Due to higher pressure and temperature in the reservoir, C02 converts 
into supercritical state. 
In addition to mentioned physical complexity, C02 is a dispersive medium for 
ultrasonic velocities (Dean, 1979) in all its phases. At high frequencies , C02 presence 
may induce two frequency notes (high and low frequency notes) in the energy pulse. 
This early arrival of high frequency is responsible for the higher velocity of the pulse 
when a dispersive phase like C02 is encountered. In addition to dispersion, liquid C02 
has high mobility as its viscosity is similar to that of gas. The high mobility 
characteristics may give rise to viscous fingering of liquid C02 in oil or brine saturated 
reservoir. Viscous fingering arises due to instability of the interface between the fluids 
of different viscosities and densities. 
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One of the driving mechanisms in C02 EOR is due to C02 miscibility with oil or brine. 
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Figure 2.2: Influence of reservoir pressure and temperature on C02 displacement 
mechanism (Klims, 1953; Bui, 2010) 
For a wide range of reservoir, reg10n III and IV are more likely to prevail on the 
miscibility properties. The curves in Fig 2.2 may shift which depend on oil properties. 
In these regions, C02 entraps oil components via multiple contact miscibility, which 
requires rapid condensation and vaporization of oil in C02 phase and vice versa. 
Therefore, the interpreting se1sm1c data poses a challenge which includes such 
complexity of C02 properties. 
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2.3 Seismic as a tool to detect C02 
20 seismic survey was first used in search operations for sunken ships by Canadian 
inventor R. Fessenden and then later applied in tracing submarines in World War I. He 
later patented his invention for seismic exploration in 1917, giving birth to the 
application of seismic for oil and gas exploration (Fessenden, 1917). Since then, seismic 
technology has come a long way, developed, and improved even to 30 seismic and 40 
seismic (repetition of 30 seismic survey in time lapse mode) technologies. 
This technology is widely used as a qualitative indicator of oil and gas. Recently, it has 
found its application in monitoring and mapping C02, when injected into the subsurface 
either for C02 EOR or sequestration. Seismic technology plays a critical role m 
Reservoir management, which involves using technology and human resources to 
maximize economic recovery of oil and gas with minimum capital and operating cost 
(Thakur, 1996; Lumley et al. , 2003). 
In this technology, a seismic pulse 1s generated on the surface by near surface 
explosions, mechanical impact, or vibrations. It travels through the subsurface and is 
either reflected or refracted from interfaces between formations of different physical 
properties. The arrays of geophones on the surface (or hydrophones on the ocean 
surface) are placed nearer to the source than the depth of the reflecting layer (Fig. 2.3). 
They record the times the reflected waves take to reach the surface from the reflecting 
layers. The variations in the reflection time with the offset (distance of the geophones 
from the source) are analyzed to indicate the structural features in the subsurface strata 
(Dobrin and Savit, 1988). 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of Seismic reflections (EPA, 2011) 
The refracted data also provides the velocity of the refracting bed after it is separated 
from the reflected data during processing. Therefore, the reflected and transmitted 
seismic data is used not only to define the strata (includes geobody, reefs, salt domes, 
faults etc.) but also reflection coefficients and attenuation characteristics. Based on the 
velocity, the reflected and refracted data can indicate lithology, hydrocarbons, aquifer, 
reservoir characteristics etc. 
Seismic reflection data is sensitive to fluid present in the subsurface. Various seismic 
attributes are used as an indicator and one of them is seismic reflection amplitude. 
Reflection coefficient is the magnitude of the seismic reflection amplitude between the 
layers, which is given by: 
Where: p1 and p2 are the densities of the top and bottom layer respectively and V 
represents velocity in the layer (Fig 2.4). Z represents the acoustic impedance (Dobrin 
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Figure 2.4: The interface between formation of different density and velocity. 
It is clear that change in velocity and density will change the reflection coefficient 
indicating the dependence of seismic reflection amplitude on rock and fluid properties. 
Therefore, it is important to understand the seismic signature with fluid and its 
saturation in the pore spaces of rock using laboratory experiments and theory based 
models. 
Several examples of field and theoretical generated se1sm1c parameters have been 
published which are interpreted on reservoir rock saturated with fluids such as brine, oil 
or C02. Weyburn-Midale field is one of the sites where C02-EOR and C02 storage 
related research is in focus (Davis et al. , 2003 ; Jinfeng and Morozov, 2010). The Fig 2.5 
shows the amplitude difference of 3D seismic maps of the field ongoing C02 EOR 
(White, 2009). The green and black lines show injector and producer wells, 
respectively. The increasing trend of low impedance patches (yellow) indicates the 
location and flood front of C02. 
A study, done on Sleipner field C02 storage operation by Arts et al. (2004), showed 
enhanced reflectivity in the amplitude map which is due to higher compressibility of the 
C02. Chadwick et al. (2010) published the time lapse seismic maps of this field 
showing the change in total reflection amplitude with C02 saturation in Fig 2.6. 
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30 or 40 seismic measurements are sensitive to rock matrix frame and pore fluid 
properties. Often a high contrast in impedance is required to favor the fluid detection in 
seismic survey. A good impedance contrast requires a high porosity and a weak 
modulus rock. High porosity implies high volume of fluid and low modulus frame will 
enhance the seismic capability to detect fluid type (Lumley, 2010). Based on such rock 
physics concepts, rock models are created and applied in seismic study for accurate 
fluid detection and saturation. 
Figure 2.5 Time lapse 4D seismic map showing C02 signature at Midale-Weyburn 
field, Canada ongoing C02 EOR (White, 2009). 
Urosevic et al. (2010) calculated significant change in acoustic impedance when fluid is 
replaced by C02. Numerical simulation using Biot-Gassmann equations shows change 
of 3-6% is observed due to intrusion of C02. 
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Figure 2.6: The 4D Time lapse showing change in C02 saturation (from 2001 to 
2008) at Sleipner C02 storage operation (Chadwick et al., 2010). 
2.4 Velocity as a function of saturation 
Laboratory studies give detailed description of factors that affect seismic waves. Wyllie 
et al. , 1956 reported experimentally measured velocities on alundum (porosity-40%) 
and 3 different sandstone cores of porosity between 17 to 25%. The experiments were 
performed at room temperature and pressure conditions. He observed a decrease in 
acoustic velocity from water saturation of 100 to 70%. The velocity stays constant 
thereafter till 10% water saturation. In a similar experiment, Domenico (1976) 
measured P and S wave velocity with brine saturation on an unconsolidated Ottawa 
sand (porosity of 38%). He observed a non linearity in the measured P wave velocities 
with saturation. Unlike Wyllie, he reported constant velocity till water saturation of 
85%. 
Domenico' s results suggest that the velocities, besides saturation, also depend on the 
details of distribution and geometrics of pore fluid phases. In 1990, Knight and 
Hoeksema published their velocity (both Vp and Vs) measurements with water 
saturation based on imbibition/drainage experiments. 
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As the bulk density increases with brine saturation, compressional velocity (Vp) 
decreases until a saturation point near 100% where Vp rises steeply. This observation 
was also made by Wyllie et al. (1956), Murphy (1982) and Domenico (1976). This 
increase in compressional velocity is due to pore fluid compressibility dominance over 
density. However, shear velocity (Vs) is dependent only on bulk density since shear 
modulus remain independent of fluid saturation (Biot, 1956, Berryman, 1999). Increase 
in bulk density decreases the shear velocity. 
Knight and Hoeksema, 1990 also observed sudden drop in VP and V5 amplitude which 
suggests high attenuation between saturation of 0. 73 and 0.81 . They concluded that the 
difference in the velocity behavior in imbibition and drainage is because of changes in 
fluid phases (air & water) geometry in pore space of rock (also by Endres and Knight, 
1989). Vp measured in case of drainage shows relatively smooth decrease throughout 
the decrease in brine saturation. 
2.5 Laboratory based velocity as a function of stress and fluids (brine and oil) 
Most of the laboratory based experiments have been performed as function of effective 
pressure and fluid type. Nur and Simmons, 1969 presented some experimental velocity 
(includes P and S wave) results on low porosity rocks like granite and Bedford 
limestone. They compared velocity values between water and dry saturated samples as a 
function confining pressure. Nur and Simmons ( 1969) justified the rapid increasing 
trend in P and S velocity with confining pressure, as closure of cracks present in the low 
porosity rocks. A rapid change in velocity trend as a function of pressure is followed by 
asymptotic curve velocity is measured as function of confining pressure and zero pore 
pressure. 
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King (1966) demonstrated the difference in dry velocity measurement parallel and 
perpendicular to the bedding in the Berea sandstone, former shows the higher. He, also, 
reported crossover of the velocity variation as a function of confining pressure between 
brine and kerosene saturated Berea sandstone. Ideally, the range of P velocity values for 
brine should be larger than corresponding values for oil and dry state and range of dry 
S-wave velocity values should be larger than corresponding oil and brine saturated 
measurements. 
The crossover is an anomaly mentioned by King (1966), caused by ' relaxation 
behavior' of contained liquid in small cracks. Later in 1986, Winkler showed velocity 
dispersion (described in Chapter 4, sec 4.5) as a cause of such relaxation behavior. 
Apart from dry and saturated velocity measurements, the influence of pore pressure on 
velocity values of Berea sandstone indicates the role of fluid density. Nitrogen (N2) and 
brine were used as a pore fluid. 
Unlike this observation, Christensen (1984) reported strong influence (positive slope) of 
confining pressure on Vp, along constant differential pressure on water saturated marine 
basalt rock. 
Ideally, the rock matrix should remain unaffected with constant differential pressure 
(effective pressure law). At constant differential, the increase in confining pressure 
should counteract the increase in pore pressure which maintains constancy in velocity 
values. The velocity values along the constant differential pressure are influenced by 
pore fluid and rock properties (King, 1966; Hofmann et al. , 2005). The rock properties 
may include closure of micro-cracks, cementation and matrix density. Pore pressure 
affects the fluid properties like density and fluid modulus that in tum affect the velocity. 
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2.6 Effective pressure law and Biot effective stress coefficient 
The effective pressure is defined as 
... (2.1) 
Where, Pc and Pp are confining and pore pressure respectively. Effective pressure law is 
valid when a petrophysical property at particular confining and pore pressure is same 
when determined at confining pressure equal to effective pressure and zero pore 
pressure (Robin, 1973). ' n' is Biot effective stress coefficient which differentiates 
effective pressure from differential pressure (Pe = Pd at n=l). Then values indicate the 
effect of pore pressure on petrophysical parameters. ' n' defined for static deformation is 





The 'n' values in static conditions depend only on rock properties. Dynamic mode of 
measurements required 'n' to be calculated (Todd and Simmons, 1972; Christensen, 
1984) as 
_ l _ [#?.L,=comt 
n - [ oV] 
oPd Pp=const. 
.. . (2 .3) 
[av] - is the change m velocity with pore pressure at constant differential 
oPp Pd=const. 
pressure. In Fig. 2.7, [::] refer to the slope of ' Pct=const'. 
P Pd=const. 
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[ ov ] - is the change in velocity as a function of differential pressure at constant 
oPd Pp=const. 
pore pressure. In Fig. 2.7, [:v] refer to slope of ' Pp = const' at a particular pore 
Pd Pp=const . 
pressure value. 
If the slope of the velocity data, aligned in a constant differential trend line, is positive 
then n< l and if negative, n> 1. For perfect horizontal orientation, n= l. Dynamic n-
values are published for different rocks and saturants. Many authors (Todd and 
Simmons, 1972; Christensen and Wang, 1985; Homby, 1996; Prasad and Manghnani , 
1997, Hoffman et al, 2005, Tinni et al. 2011) have reported then values dependency on 
fluid properties (density and compressibility) and differential pressure. 





Figure 2.7: The methodology to calculate numerator and denominator of second 
term of equation 2.3 (Hofmann et al., 2005). 
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Table 2.1: n-values for Berea sandstone with water saturation (Christensen and 
Wang, 1985). 
Diff. press 
Fluid nP ns (psi) 
73 Brine 0.99 
725 Brine 0.93 1.02 
2901 Brine 0.89 1.06 
8702 Brine 0.84 1.07 
Table 2.2: n-value of Berea sandstone with water as pore fluid (Prasad and 
Manghnani, 1997). 
Diff. press 
fluid nP (psi) 
725 Brine 0.936 
1450 Brine 0.985 
2176 Brine 0.940 
2901 Brine 0.747 
3626 Brine 0.648 
The plots (Table 2.1, 2.2 and Fig.2.8) illustrate the influence of differential pressure on 
' n' in sandstones. P-wave velocity based 'n ' value decreases with increase in 
differential pressure. Whereas, S velocity based ' n' values increases with differential 
pressure but stays near I . Siggins and Dewhurst (2003) studied the effective pressure 
dependency of velocity and 'n' on oil saturated sample. At lower differential pressure, n 
values are nearer to 1 for both water/brine and oil saturants (Fig 2.9). 
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Figure 2.8: Range of n-values for water saturated Berea sandstone (Hornby, 1996) 
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Figure 2.9: Decrease in n values with differential pressure in oil saturated 
sandstone (Siggins and Dewhurst, 2003). 
2. 7 Experiments on C02 
Han et al. (2010) studied P-wave velocity of pure C02 at different pressure and 
temperature and obtained polynomial correlations that can be used to estimate C02 fluid 
modulus. Wang and Nur (1982) flooded hydrocarbon and C02 at different pore and 
confining pressure in Berea, Beaver, Boise, Conotton and Ottawa sandstones. Travel 
times were measured as a function of pore pressure. The C02 was injected at pressure of 
I 015 psi in the hydrocarbon saturated sample maintained at 580 psi pore pressure. The 
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velocity across the Berea sample decreased with pore pressure when saturated with 
hydrocarbon and C02. 
Below 7 Mpa (1000 psi) pore pressure, we expect C02 to be in gaseous state which is 
responsible for lower velocity trend as compared to hydrocarbon saturated velocity 
measurements. The measured velocity trends in both hydrocarbon and C02 saturated 
samples have negative slope, partly due to decrease in effective pressure as pore 
pressure is increased. This decrease continues even though pore pressure is raised above 
7 Mpa, critical pressure when C02 converts to liquid (refer Fig. 2.1 ). 
In 2004, Xue and Ohsumi carried out laboratory based P-wave velocity measurements 
on water saturated Tako sandstone during C02 flooding (in gas, liquid and supercritical 
phases). The measurements were acquired laterally perpendicular to flood front (as 
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Figure 2.10: (left) Sample and transducer set up for the experiment performed by 
Xue and Ohsumi, 2004. 
The P wave velocity decreases when liquid C02 is introduced (initially in position SIR 1 
and then to all positions). They also observed that this decrease is more as compared to 
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gaseous C02 replacing water from the pores. According to Xue and Ohsumi, the 
variation in velocity values after complete flooding suggests non homogeneous pore 
fluid distribution. 
Kim et al. in 2011 attempted to create velocity profile experimentally against saturation. 
They measured P-wave velocity and resistivity simultaneously with C02 flooding in 
water saturated Berea sandstone. Using Archie ' s equation, C02 saturation was 
determined from the resistivity which was measured across sections of the sample. 
P wave velocity measurement showed a non-linear overall drop of 9% at 50% C02 
saturation. 
2.8 Quantification of seismic parameters: Biot-Gassmann theory and Patchy 
saturation 
The experimental data as discussed are used to generate or validate the theoretical 
models. As a part of this study, only phenomenological based models are discussed in 
which parameters are empirical and not related to microstructure (Jakobsen and 
Chapman, 2009). One of them is Biot Gassmann theory. Gassmann (1951) formulated 
theoretical correlations to employ fluid substitution problem. The equation, known as 
Gassmann ' s equation, calculates the saturated bulk modulus of the rock (Ke) from its 
dry bulk modulus ( Kdry) , its porosity (cp) , bulk modulus of the matrix mineral (Km) and 
fluids (Kr) . 
. .. (2.4) 
Dry bulk modulus is determined experimentally from velocity measurements on dry or 







drained of pore fluid if chemical interaction between pore surface and fluid exist. The 
Biot effective stress coefficient, ' n' is determined using Eq. 2.2 (static) or 2.3 (dynamic) 
depending on the type of loading or measurement acquired. Porosity is the total 
connected porosity of the sample. Kr is the overall modulus of fluid mixture which may 
comprise of one or more fluids (such as brine, oil, C02 etc) in pore space. It is 
calculated as Ruess average of the bulk modulus, K (which is also inverse of the 
compressibility) of each fluid. 
... (2.5) 
Where, Si and Ki represent the saturation and bulk moduli of the ith fluid. 
The mineral bulk modulus (K9 ) is the Voigt-Ruess-Hill (VRH) average of moduli of 
each minerals. The VRH is calculated as: 
1 
KvRH = 2 (KRuess + Kvoigt) 
KR~m = f 1:J. 
L=l L 
n 
Kvoigt =I CiKmi 
i=l 
C is the concentration and Km is the modulus of the ith minerals. 
Unlike saturated bulk modulus which is a dependent on pore fluid , shear modulus is 
independent of the fluid and its properties. This implies dry and saturated shear moduli 
are equal (Biot, 1956; Berryman, 1999). 
There are some assumptions that should be considered before usmg the above 













1) The rock is homogeneous and isotropic. 
2) The pore spaces are all connected. 
3) The frequency of the propagating wave is low enough such that the length 
required for pore pressure equilibration is in between the pore dimensions 
(restricting fluid movement) and seismic wavelength. 
4) There is no chemical interaction between pore surface and pore fluid. 
If any assumption is violated, Gassmann ' s equation cannot be applied for fluid 
substitution modeling. Our study deals with a complex gas C02 in the pore space of a 
high porosity rock such as Tuscaloosa and Paluxy sandstones. Such nature of the pore 
fluid and matrix properties can lead to violation of the 3rd assumption. The C02 
distribution can be ' patchy', that implies that the distribution of fluid is in patches and 
does not equilibrate during the wave propagation (Smith et al. , 2003 ; Mavko et al. , 
2003). The effective bulk modulus in patchy saturation conditions is formulated (Hill, 
1963 and Berryman and Mil ton, 1991) as, 
... (2.6) 
Where, f;_ - the volumetric fraction of patch i , n is the number of patches, G is the shear 
modulus and Kisat is the bulk modulus of the rock saturated with the ith fluid. A 
complete tutorial and procedure to apply this equation is given in a paper by Smith et 
al. , 2003 . 
Many authors used the theoretical models (esp. Biot-Gassmann theory) to analyze the 
influence of fluids on logs, seismic attributes (especially elastic velocity or impedance) 









of velocities when fluid and its properties changes. Based on these equations, Batzle et 
al. , (1998) predicted a qualitative velocity profile in reservoir undergoing C02 EOR. 
Biot-Gassmann theory is used extensively for locating hydrocarbon and water 
saturations and currently for C02 detection. However, no validation is ever reported that 
confirms its applicability in C02 flooding. For example, Lumley et al. (2008) used 
properties of Sliepner reservoir and Biot-Gassmann equation to forward model the 
velocities and density variation with C02 saturation. 
Similar to Lumley et al. , O' Brien (2004) used Biot Gassmann equations to detect C02 
saturation but found inapplicable since he suspected uncertainties associated with pore 
fluid properties and presence of multiphase flow. Also, O'Brien et al. in 2010 
mentioned the complications involved in inverting the seismic data to saturation values 
due to non-linearity associated with Biot-Gassmann equations. 
Similar forward model based on Biot-Gassmann theory and patchy saturation was 
presented by Vanorio et al. in 2010 which postulates the velocity behavior when C02 
flood the reservoir saturated with water. They came up with Fig.2.11 which shows the 
expected overall acoustic behavior of C02 saturation in all kinds of rocks. They also 
take mineralogy transformation (chemical interaction) into account that occurs when 
rock minerals are exposed to C02. The conditions applied are the possible 
transformations rock saturated with C02 may encounter. The blue curve shows velocity 
signature for patchy C02 saturation, red curve for uniform C02 saturation and green 
curve shows the decrease in velocity due to increase in porosity. Chemical interaction 
might give rise to porosity increase. Detailed discussion on chemical interaction is 
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Figure 2.11: Modeled P and S-wave velocities of water saturated rock with ongoing 
C02 flooding (Vanorio et al., 2010). 
Although Biot-Gassmann theory is widely employed for qualitative analysis, Vialle and 
Vanorio (2011), Ghosh and Sen (2012) found it inefficient to predict the elastic 
properties changes when carbonates are flooded with C02 saturated water. 
2.9 Digenesis with C02 exposure 
C02 interaction can initiate geochemical alteration in rocks which leads to digenesis. 
C02 is found to be corrosive to mineral matrix, clays and pore fluid (Kharaka et al. , 











mineral composition and associated pore fluid. Rock minerals composed of calcium and 
iron as primary elements are more susceptible to C02 alterations. C02 also forms 
carbonic acid which enhances the corrosion by lowering the pH. C02 exposure weakens 
the cementation that exists between the grains in rock skeleton. Geochemical 
simulations shows theoretically that the cements (made up of carbonate) dissolve 
initially increasing the porosity but later dissolution of feldspar and precipitation of 
reacted carbonate, quartz minerals and clays can decrease the porosity and permeability 
(Benson and Cole, 2008; Gaus et al. , 2005). 
Carbonic acid formed from the interaction between the C02 and brine/water reacts 
largely with Ca and Fe oxyhydroxides. This is important while analyzing mineralogical 
transformation in clays (also termed as mineral trapping). The dissolution of siderite is 
expected since no siderite concentration was observed from Frio formation core after 
C02 flooding (Kharaka et al. , 2006). Geochemical modeling shows dissolution of 
oilgoclase and other aluminosilicate minerals which react to C02 to form dawsonite, 
gibbsite and amorphous silica precipitate (White et al. , 2003). When the pH increases 
above threshold, carbonate and other minerals precipitate showing reverse trend. 
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Figure 2.12: The SEM images of pre and post-flooded C02 to observe the 
geochemical effect in Fountainebleau sandstone (Vanorio et al., 2010) 
SEM analysis (Fig 2.12) by Vanorio et al. in 2010 indicates visual differences before 
and after C02 flooding. Petrographic analysis performed by Barclay and Worden in 
2000 shows the K-feldspar alteration due to C02 influx in arkosic sandstone to form 
quartz, kaolinite and ankerite. These studies implies that C02 can affect the elastic 
parameters to a great extent. 
2.10 Study field 
Hot Bryant basin of Delhi field, LA is currently under C02 flooding for EOR purpose 
(Fig. 2.1 3). Delhi field detailed structural geology and lithology is given in detail by 
Powell (1972). Intensive oil management started in 1953 with commissioning of water 
















recovered through water flooding. An additional 15% of the oil is expected to be 
extracted using C02 EOR (Richards, 2011). 
3D seismic survey was acquired on a patch of Delhi field in Nov 2008, termed as base 
survey (blue outlined in Fig 2.14). Another monitoring 3D seismic survey was shot in 
, _________________ _ 
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Figure 2.14: 3D seismic surveys acquired over Delhi field at different times. The 
blue outlined is the region of Nov 2008 survey, red outline corresponds to Mar 
2010 survey and pink color region shows Jan 2010 survey. Richards, 2011 used 
2010 and 2008 survey to create amplitude difference map (refer Fig 2.15) 
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Dec 2010 to create 4D time lapse survey (pink colored in Fig 2.14). The seismic 
amplitude difference map was created by subtracting the 20 I 0 seismic from base 
survey. The regions, where fluid is substituted in these two years, are captured by the 
time lapse difference map (Fig 2.15). The lower the difference, lower is the probability 
of fluid being replaced. The base survey was acquired on reservoir before C02 flooding. 




Figure 2.15: Amplitude difference in Paluxy horizon by subtracting June 2010 
survey from 2008 survey. The red triangles correspond to C02 injector wells and 
red circles correspond to producing wells. The low to high amplitude difference 
region is colored as blue and red respectively (Richard, 2011). 
The reservoir is Hot Bryant zone, mainly composed of Cretaceous sandstones (Powell , 
1972; Richards, 2011 ). Our zone of interest lies in lower Cretaceous layer composed of 
Tuscaloosa and Paluxy sandstone at depth of 3200 to 3300 ft. Oil water contact is at 
3286 ft. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Procedure 
3.1 Introduction 
The core used in the study is from well 159-1 from Delhi field. This is an injector well. 
A series of experiments were performed on plugs to understand the seismic velocity in 
the reservoir rock with C02 flooding. This chapter includes the steps adopted for sample 
preparation, details of experimental set up and experimental procedure. 
3.2 Sample preparation 
Plugs of 1 inch diameter and 1-1.5 inch length were extracted from the 4 inch core. 
Majority of the cores were plugged horizontally. After plugging, the plugs were 
jacketed in heat shrink tubes. Thereafter, samples were trimmed, cleaned and polished. 
The left over end pieces were used for determination of mineralogy, porosity and thin 
section preparation. 
The cylindrical samples were dried in an oven at 100 °C for 8 hours and then cleaned in 
Soxhlet extractor for another 8 hours. The solvent used in the extractor were 80% 
toluene and 20% methanol by volume. As the samples were friable and heat shrink tube 
covered, temperature of the extractor was maintained at 65°C; the boiling point of the 
mixture. After cleaning, the plugs were dried overnight in an oven. 
Once dried, the ends of the cylindrical plugs were polished parallel to reduce standard 
deviation (upto ±0.05 mm) in length measurements and for proper coupling of the 
samples with the transducer for velocity measurements. The length and diameter were 
measured at 6 different points and averaged. A balance with precision of 0.0001 gm was 
used to obtain plugs weight. Bulk volume was measured via mercury immersion 
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technique. Also, petrophysical properties were measured like mineralogy, porosity and 
permeability as discussed in the next section. 
3.3 Petrophysical properties 
3.3. l Porosity measurement 
Porosity is the ratio of the pore volume to the bulk volume of a material 
where Vp - pore volume (ml), Vb - bulk volume (ml) and Vg is the grain volume (ml) of 
the material. 
Automated Porosimeter (AP608) and High Pressure Porosimeter (HPP) were used for 
the measurements (Fig 3.1). Both pieces of equipment work on the principle of Boyle ' s 
law which calculates grain density. The volume occupied by the grains (V g) is 
calculated from the grain density and weight of the sample. Then, porosity is estimated 
using the above equation. To observe the porosity response with effective pressure; 
porosities at effective pressures of l 00, 500, l 000 and 1500 psi were measured. 
Permeability was also measured using AP608 simultaneously with porosity. 











3.3 .2 Mineralogy 
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to determine the quantitative 
mineralogy of the samples. Inversion of spectra generated from the current FTIR set up 
can be quantified in 16 commonly found minerals: quartz, calcite, dolomite, siderite, 
aragonite, illite, smectite, kaolinite, chlorite, oligoclase feldspar, orthoclase feldspar, 
mixed clays, albite, apatite, pyrite and anhydrite. Advantages associated with FTIR are: 
the error is usually below 1.2 by wt% (Sondergeld and Rai, 1993 ; Ballard, 2007), 
portable and gives the result faster compared to other techniques. 
FTIR technique generates spectra based on the absorption of mid-infrared energy by 
different minerals. Fig 3 .2 shows some of the infrared spectra of few minerals. 
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Figure 3.2: Infrared spectra of the common minerals found in the sedimentary 
rocks (Sondergeld and Rai, 1993) 
A part of the sample was crushed to fines and dried for 8 hours to remove moisture. The 
samples were placed in the asher to remove the organic content, if there were any. 
Organic matter and water vapor can affect the spectra; therefore it is important to 
remove them before placing in the spectrometer. 0.0005 gm of ashed sample was mixed 
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with 0.3 gm of dried KBr powder and pressurized to transform it into clear disc. The 
disc was placed in the spectrometer chamber filled with dry nitrogen and exposed to 
mid-infrared radiation. The generated spectra was acquired and inverted for minerals 
composition (wt. percent). 
3.4 Experiemental set up 
3.4.1 Sample-transducer assembly set up 
The assembly of sample and transducer was prepared for the velocity measurement. The 
heat shrink covered samples were enveloped with the vinyl tube jacket of 1 inch inner 
diameter. The length of vinyl tube jacket was slightly longer than the samples allowing 
end caps to fit with the sample. The vinyl tubes are non reactive to C02. Hose clamps 
were used on both ends of the assembled sample and transducer to tighten them together 
and also to seal the confining hydraulic fluid as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
Initial experiments were performed on titanium mounted stacks of piezoelectric 
transducers of 1 MHz which comprises of one compressional (P), and two shear (S) 
crystals orthogonally polarized. The piezoelectric crystals are excited by ~ 12 volts 
which converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. This mechanical energy in form 
of waves transmits through the sample and received by stack of crystals at the receiver 
end. The receiver end stacks convert mechanical energy back to electrical energy which 
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Figure 3.3: a) and b) showing the actual sample transducer assembly and its 
detailed inside picture respectively. 
3.4.2 Transducers and their signal quality 
The signal quality was found to be poor with titanium end caps as shown in Fig. 3.4. 
The reason of such poor quality is high impedance contrast between rock and titanium 
which is responsible for high reflection rather than transmittance through the sample. 
An improved version of transducer pair was introduced with end-caps made of Peek. 





Figure 3.4: The compressional waveforms (a) and shear waveforms (b) showing 






Figure 3.5: Significant improvement in the signal quality with the use of peek 
endcaps mounted transducer. 
3.4.3 Equipment set up 
The sample transducer assembly was placed in pressure chamber of the velocity station 
(Fig 3.7). The pressure chamber is hydraulically pressurized usmg precise synnge 
pumps filled with mineral oil. Seismic velocities are measured at various confining and 
pore pressures (pressure points) applied to the samples. 
co, pump 




Figure 3.6: Photograph of experimental set up used for velocity measurements. 
As shown schematically in Fig 3.7, a tube from the fluid source (a fluid tank or gas 
cylinder) connected to the syringe pumps which mounted with controller and pressure 
transducer. These pumps were controlled either manually or remotely to infuse the fluid 
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into the sample. During the saturation of sample the pressure at the downstream of the 
sample is maintained using back pressure valve to obtain desired flow in the system. 












Figure 3. 7: Schematic diagram of the experimental set up. Both P and S-velocity 
can be measured with various pore and confining pressure using different 
saturants 
3.5 Experimental procedure 
3.5.1 Velocity equilibration study 
Velocity equilibration study is done as a base experiment to determine the time required 
for C02 to equilibrate with the pore pressure change. The samples chosen for this study 
were fabricated glass bead, Berea sandstone, coal and shale. The fabricated glass bead is 
made up of micro glass beads fused together with porosity approximately 40%. Berea 
sandstone was used as a standard rock sample. Coal and shales were other sedimentary 
rocks studied for curiosity (reported in Appendix A). The pressure points, combination 
of confining and pore pressure (shown in Fig.3.8), were selected to observe the time 
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Figure 3.8: The confining pressure (blue) and pore pressure (red) varying with 
time. Velocities were measured simultaneously along these pressures. 
The C02 syringe pump was filled with research grade C02 and pumped up to 500 psi. 
The sample-transducer assembly was attached to the system and pressurized to 
confining pressure of 2000 psi (with step increments of 250 psi). P and S velocities 
were measured simultaneously at every pressure point. The confining and pore pressure 
was set at 1500 psi and 500 psi and maintained for 3 to 4 hours measuring velocity at an 
interval of 10 to 15 mins (Fig 3.8). Confining was later raised to 2000 psi. We recorded 
the velocities at constant confining pressure of 2000 psi while increasing the pore 
pressure to 500, 700, 800, 900 psi and lastly to 1000 psi. The confining and pore 
pressure of 2000 psi and 1000 psi is maintained for next 2 hours. 
3.5.2 Velocity versus effective pressure 
Effective pressure is one of the factors that affect seismic velocities; therefore it was 
important to measure velocity with change in effective pressure. Also, the fluid and 
rock properties primarily depend on effective pressure as discussed in chapter 2. The 
study of velocity response with liquid C02 saturation was performed on fabricated glass 
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Figure 3.9: The confining pressure and pore pressure points (black nodes) were 
chosen to maintain constant differential pressure intervals (written in colored) 
Confining pressure was applied on the sample with zero pore pressure as shown in array 
of black dots at the bottom of the plot in Fig 3.9. P and S wave velocity measured at 
these nodes are the dry velocity measurements. The pore pressure was gradually raised 
to 250 psi and new set of velocity measurements were acquired. And so on, pore 
pressure was increased till 1500 psi in order to acquire sufficient measurements to 
observe the behavior of velocity with wide range of effective pressures i.e. 250, 500, 
750, I 000, 1500 and 2000 psi. 
3.5.3 Influence of fluid saturation on velocity 
Based on the information of velocity equilibration time and its dependency on effective 
pressure, P and S wave velocity were measured with various saturating fluids . The first 
step was to determine the dead volume, which includes the total pore pressure tube 
volume excluding the sample. The fluid saturation is determined while injecting fluid in 
the pore pressure tube based on the determined dead volume and change in pump 
volume. 
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The Tuscaloosa and Paluxy sandstones undergo sample preparation as mentioned earlier 
in the chapter. The sample transducer assembly was prepared and placed in the pressure 
chamber. The pore pressure line was connected to the brine pump. The initial pressure 
and volume of the pump was noted which was a reference point for total injected 
volume. 
Formation brine was injected in the pore pressure tube controlled by injection pump. 
The saturation in sample was raised progressively as shown in Fig 3.10. Six saturation 
points of 30%, 60%, 90%, 95%, 97% and 100% were chosen and both P and S waves 
were measured at each point. Once 100% saturation was achieved, oi l was pumped in to 
the system which displaced brine from the sample. The upstream injector pump was 
then switched to liquid C02 (with pore pressure above 1000 psi). The concise 
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Figure 3.10: The selected confining (blue), pore pressure (red) and saturation 
(brown) points at which seismic velocities are measured. The pore and confining 
pressure are chosen based on the insitu pressure conditions in Hot Bryant Basin 
and insitu fluids are used for saturation purposes 
The pressurized C02 was pushed into the upstream tube filled with oil water system and 
velocities were measured at the desired saturation intervals. The weighing balance was 
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kept at the downstream of the system and based on the mass balance, amount of oil 
displaced by liquid C02 was determined. This also overcomes the uncertainty 
associated with the quantity of absorbed C02 in oil water system. The observations are 
plotted and shown in Chapter 5. 
3.6 Sensitivity analysis 
In order to perform sensitivity analysis of P wave velocity to parameters such as 
porosity, fluid density and moduli, one parameter is altered keeping other same in the 
Gassmann's equation for each flooding scenario. The three different porosity values are 
21 %, 23% and 25% while rests of the parameters are same as actual. To determine the 
fluid moduli sensitivity, the fluid moduli of brine and oil was increase by 0.2, 0.1 and 
decreased by 0.1. The density was raised by 0.2, 0.3 and dropped by 0.02 to estimate the 
sensitivity of P wave velocity to fluid density. The sensitivity analysis is performed to 
account the reliability of the measured or calculated rock and fluid properties affecting 
the Biot predicted velocity. 
3. 7 4D seismic feasibility study work flow 
Pre flooded zones are available and velocity & density values are averaged over a 
thickness of similar lithology. The formation thickness varies with depth. Average 
values of Vp, Vs and density were obtained over the zones to create logs that looks 
blocky in nature (Fig 3 .11 ). 
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Figure 3.11: Blocked density, Vr and Vs logs as function of time (ms) and depth (ft) 
Those average values of Vp, Vs and density logs are used to calculate reflection 
coefficient series, which is then convolved with a 60 Hz Ricker wavelet in order to 
obtain synthetic seismic (Aki and Richards, l 980). This model is also considered as a 
base model. C02 fluid substitution of 10%, 50% and 90% are performed on these logs 
using the empirical correlation discussed in Chapter 4. The post flood 2D synthetic 
seismic as a function of offset is generated from C02 substituted logs. 
The pre flooded synthetic seismic model is subtracted from the base case. And then 
AVO response and difference map at the zones of expected C02 intrusion are 
investigated. 
3.8 Precautions 
Some precautionary measures should be taken for successful completions of the 
experiments: 
• The equipments such as tubes, valves, seals, covers, back pressure valve, pumps 
and all other equipments exposed to C02 must be non corrosive to C02. 
• All equipments must be cleaned with hot water, toluene and air after each 
experiment. Cleaning is also followed by drying the equipments with vacuum. 
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• Small leaks can affect the pore pressure, saturation calculations and fluid losses. 
Equipments must be examined for leaks after every experiment. 
• Care has to be taken while measuring the outlet effluent fluid. A single drop lost 
can lead to large errors in saturation calculation. 
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Chapter 4 Results and Observations 
4.1 Sample and fluid description 
Fused glass bead and Berea sandstone were used to perform the velocity equilibrium 
and effective pressure study experiments whereas; Tuscaloosa and Paluxy sandstones 
were used in fluid flooding experiments. Research grade C02 and fluid recovered from 
the field were used for flooding. A set of rock properties are measured prior to velocity 
experiments. 
Table 4.1: Petrophysical properties of samples chosen for velocity equilibration 
an d n r t d e ec 1ve _l!_ressure s u ty. 
Sample Porosity(%) Permeability (md) Primary composition(%) 
Fused glass beads 32 1000 Glass beads 
Berea sandstone 18 76 84% quartz, 10% clays 
80 ft core was received with its Geological characteristics shown in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2: Geological characteristics of the arrived core interval (courtesy: 
Denbu_!J'_ Resource& 
Core 
Unit Characteristics Environment 
interval (ft) 
XX04-XX07 Tusc 9 Lower fine grain sand, quartz rich Lower fluvial channel 
Middle fine grain sand, solely 
XX25-XX28 Tusc 5 Middle fluvial channel 
quartz 
XX58-XX61 Tusc 3 Lower very fine grain, quartz rich Fluvial channel 
XX76-XX79 Paluxy Lower very fine grain, quartz rich Distributary mouth bar 
Middle very fine grain sand, Estuary I Distributary 
XX82-XX85 Paluxy 
quartz rich channel 
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Four plugs from XX26.6, XX58, XX79 and XX83.5 ft were selected for flooding 
experiments. Petrophysical properties of these plugs are listed in Table 4.3 which were 
determined at native state prior to velocity measurements. 
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Mineralogy represented by top 4 minerals 
(wt 0/o) 
Quartz: 84%, clay: 6%, siderite: 2% 
Quartz: 87%, clay: 9%, siderite: 2%, al bite: 1 % 
Quartz: 81 %, clay: 12%, al bite: 2% 
Quartz: 86%, clay: 7%, siderite: 2%, albite: 5% 
In Fig 4.1, measured porosity values are plotted as a function of effective pressure. 
Substantial change of 18% in porosity is observed when measured at higher effective 
pressure on different samples. 
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Figure 4.1 : Porosity as function of pressure fo r plugs collected from various 
depths. 
Table 4.4 lists all the fluids with their properties that are used in the experiments. 
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Table 4.4: Density and bulk modulus of formation brine, formation oil and C02 
use d. . t m our expenmen s 
Fluid Phase Density (glee) Bulk modulus 
(Gpa) 
Gas 0.002 1.3 x l04 
C02 
Liquid (1500 psi) 0.733 0.01 
Brine Liquid 1.05 2.583 
Oil Liquid 0.81 1.375 
4.2 Velocity Equilibration study 
Compressional (V p) and shear (Vs) wave velocities were measured as a function of time 
at pore pressures of 500 psi, 700 psi , 800 psi, 900 psi and 1000 psi with C02 as 
saturating fluid. Firstly, a standard sample i.e fused glass bead is used to study the 
velocity equilibration as it is unaffected when exposed to any fluid. Then, the Berea 
sandstone was used as it is a well studied sample whose mineral properties are common 
to other sandstones. 
In Fig 4.2, variation of measured velocity values are plotted with time. The figure 
indicates that the equilibration time of gaseous and liquid C02 present in the pore space 
is 15 minutes. At 1000 psi pore pressure, the gaseous C02 (blue symbols) is converted 
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Figure 4.2: Compressional and Shear wave velocity in glass bead sample saturated 
with gaseous (blue square) and Liquid (red diamond) C02 
As observed in Fig 4.2, Vp and Vs decrease by 3% and 4% respectively in fused glass 
bead with the change in pore pressure from 500 psi to l 000 psi at constant differential 
pressure of 1000 psi. The total percentage in error is less than I%. This velocity 
equilibration experiment was also performed on the Berea sandstone. And the velocity 
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Figure 4.3 Measured P (i) and S (ii) wave velocity equilibrating with gaseous C02 
(blue) and liquid state C02 (red) in Berea sandstone. 
As referred to Fig 4.3, the measured VP and Vs wave velocities decrease by 1.5% and 
2.5% respectively from the transition of C02 from gas to liquid even at constant 
differential pressure. 
From Peng-Robinson equation of state and C02 Phase diagram (Shakhashiri , 2008), we 
estimate 80% decrease in compressibility and 800% increase in fluid density with C02 
phase change from gas to liquid. These changes in fluid properties affect the velocities 
in the rock saturated with C02. The bulk modulus calculated using Gassmann ' s 
equation shows slight increase with phase change as shown in Fig 4.4 whereas, shear 
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modulus shows no change. This implies that density is the dominating factor m 
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Figure 4.4: Calculated bulk and shear moduli of Berea sandstone calculated from 
Biot-Gassmann theory 
4.3 Velocity variation with effective pressure 
Berea and Tuscaloosa sandstones are subjected to next set of experiments to determine 
the influence of effective pressure. 
4.3. l Berea sandstone: 
The first set of measurements was dry velocities i.e at zero pore pressure. The variation 
in VP and Vs with confining pressure (250 to 4000 psi) in Berea sandstone are 46% and 
42% respectively at zero pore pressure (Fig 4.5). The P and S velocity values at 
constant differential pressure are joined by linear regression analysis. The slopes of 
these linear lines in gas region are close to zero (except few exceptions of P velocity 
which shows slight dip) and are observed to be independent of the differential pressure. 
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Whereas the slopes of best fit lines representing P velocity in liquid region are positive 
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Figure 4.5: P (i) and S (ii) wave velocity measurements for varying confining and 
pore pressure for Berea sandstone. 
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The measured P and S velocity data are plotted in Fig 4.6 for Tuscaloosa sandstone 
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Figure 4.6: P (top) and S wave velocity as function of effective pressure on 
Tuscaloosa sandstone 
The observations in Tuscaloosa sandstones are similar to that of Berea sandstones. The 
slopes of the best fit lines tend towards zero with increase in differential pressure. At 
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lower differential pressure, the slopes in gaseous region are negative whereas in liquid 
region of Fig 4.6, n values are positive for both P and S velocity. 
4.3.2 Theoretical study of velocity: 
The slopes of measured VP and Vs trends with constant differential pressure are used to 
calculate Biot effective pressure coefficient also known as ' n' . More detailed 
description on ' n' values and calculation is provided in Chapter 2 Section 2.6. The ' n' 
values of C02 saturated Berea and Tuscaloosa sandstones are listed as a function of 
differential pressure in Table 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. 
Table 4.5: Influence of differential pressure on n-values for gaseous and liquid 
C02 in Berea sandstone. 
Diff. pressure 
Fluid phase nP ns (psi) 
250 1.04±0.07 0.93±0.09 
500 1.05±0.10 0.99±0.09 
750 Gas 1.12±0.13 1.05±0.11 
1000 1.01±0.1 3 0.99±0.12 
1500 0.97±0.15 1.02±0.15 
2000 0.95±0.09 1.14±0.27 
500 0.59±0.15 0.77±0.08 
750 Liquid 0.86±0.11 0.87±0.11 
1000 0.82±0.13 0.94±0.09 
1500 0.72±0.00 0.77±0.00 
2000 0.72±0.00 1.00±0.00 
Table 4.6: n-values as function of differential pressure and C02 phase for 
Tuscaloosa sandstone. 
Diff. pressure 
Fluid nP ns (psi) 
500 1.20±0.13 1.38±0.26 
750 Gas 1.18±0.09 1.33±0.28 
1000 0 .90±0.06 1.33±0.13 
500 0.80±0.01 0 .92±0.21 
750 Liquid 1.03±0.12 1.12±0.03 
1000 1.27±0.00 1.04±0.00 
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This study shows that n values depend on both rock and fluid properties. For example, 
the ' n' values (for P and S velocity) in gas saturated Berea sandstone stays near l. 
However, in liquid C02 saturated Berea sandstone, compressional n values are less than 
l. As reported earlier by many authors (chapter 2), n values in brine saturated Berea 
sandstone were near 1 and decreases with increasing differential pressure. 
In Tuscaloosa sandstones, compressional ' n' values variations are much larger with 
differential pressure as compared to Berea sandstones. Shear velocity is dominated by 
density and thus the difference in its ' n' values between gaseous C02 saturated and 
liquid C02 saturated is higher. On the other hand, compressional ' n' values tend to 1.0 
at higher differential pressure. 
A more recent study on tight sand samples, Tinni et al. in 2011 reported compressional 
and shear velocity based n values as a function of differential pressure which is found 
similar to this study. Apart from correct estimation of pore pressure from seismic data, n 
values also indicate the influence of microstructure on petrophysical properties. 
Using above n-values, the experimentally measured VP and Vs can be estimated using 
Biot-Gassmann theory (Gassmann, 1951 ). The theoretical P and S velocities are plotted 
on the same plot populated with experimental data (Fig 4. 7) on Berea sandstone. The 
predicted velocities closely follow the experimental data. The dynamic ' n ' values not 
only depend on rock properties but also on its saturant type and physical properties. 
This study shows the importance of dynamic n values that can be used in Biot-
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Figure 4.7: Measured Vp (i) and Vs (ii) values (shown in filled symbols) along with 
predicted Vp (i) and Vs (ii) values (shown in open symbols) as a function of 
confining and pore pressure in Berea sandstone. 
Similar study is performed on Tuscaloosa sandstone where experimental and Biot 
Gassmann theory based compressional and shear velocities are plotted on the same Fig 
4.8. It is observed that at differential pressure of 1500 psi, theoretical velocities fairly 
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Figure 4.8: Measured Vp (i) and Vs (ii) values (shown in filled symbols) along with 
predicted Vp (i) and Vs (ii) values (shown in open symbols) as a function of 
confining and pore pressure in Tuscaloosa sandstone. 
4.4 Velocity measurements with various fluid fronts 
Velocity measurements in Tuscaloosa sandstone plugs saturated with brine, oil and C02 
are shown in Fig 4.9 to 4.23. The sample XX26.6 ft is horizontal and has the lowest 
porosity. The plug was subjected to confining pressure of 1500 psi and the dry P and S 
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velocity measured were 2.791 km/sec and l .787 km/cc respectively (Fig 4.9). With 
increasing saturation of brine from 0 to 95%, we observe 1.6% linear drop in P-velocity 
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Figure 4.9: Measured P and S velocity (blue) along with calculated bulk density 
(grey) as a function of brine saturation for sample XX26.6 ft 
At saturation beyond 95%, P-velocity increases steeply by 12.5% however S-velocity 
continued to decrease throughout the saturation. The overall decrease in S-velocity is 
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5.2%. At 100% brine saturation, oil is introduced and we observe decrease in the P-
velocity (Fig. 4.10). It continues to decrease till irreducible water saturation is attained. 
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Figure 4.10 Measured P and S velocity (red) for sample XX26.6 ft along with 
calculated bulk density (grey) variation when formation oil replaces formation 
brine. 
From Fig 4.11, the change in P wave velocity is 2.6% and in S wave velocity is 
negligible. The expected saturation condition simulates the reservoir condition. Liquid 
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Figure 4.11 Measured P and S velocity (green) along with calculated bulk density 
(grey) variation when liquid C02 displaces oil for sample XX26.6 ft. 
The P-velocity shows a linear decrease in Fig 4.11. The change in P-velocity is 5.1 % 
till the sample is saturated with 80% of the C02. For the remaining 5% saturation, the 
drop in P-velocity is 2.5%; overall change was 7.5%. S-wave velocity remains 
independent of saturation. 
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Biot-Gassmann theoretical velocities were estimated using Eqs 2.4 and 2.7. The 
required input parameters are either measured or estimated. The fluid density, which 
comprises more than one fluid , is calculated: 
Pr= PwSw + PoSo + Pco2Sco2 .. . (4.1) 
Where, subscripts w, o and C02 represent water, oil and carbon dioxide. p and S denote 
individual fluid density and saturation. The theoretical estimated values are compared to 
the experimental data in Fig 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 for dry, oil saturated, brine saturated 
and liquid C02 replacing oil saturated sample respectively. 
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Figure 4.12: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of brine saturation for sample XX26.6 ft 
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Figure 4.13 Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity data 
as a function of brine saturation with oil displacing brine scenario for sample 
XX26.6 ft 
The predicted P and S wave velocity values show a maximum deviation of 4% and 
l .6% respectively from experimental values during brine flooding (Fig 4.12). In case of 
oil replacing brine (Fig 4.13), predicted P and S velocities deviate (max) by 2.6% and 
0.8% respectively from the experimental values. When the sample is flooded by liquid 
C02 the theoretical P and S velocity deviate (max) by 10% and 0.1 % respectively from 
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the corresponding experimental values (Fig 4.14). The P velocity values sti ll fo llow the 
same pattern as experimental values with the difference of 4% and 2.6% within 
experimental error of 2%. Therefore, experimental P velocity is in good agreement with 
the Biot predicted velocity for the first two flooding scenarios. However, in C02 
flooding situation, predicted P-velocity does not follow the experimental values and 
shows the difference of I 0%. 
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Figure 4.14: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of liquid C02 saturation oil saturated for sample XX26.6 ft. 
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The plug from depth XX58 ft is selected for the next flooding experiment. The 
measured and theoretical P wave velocity is plotted in Fig 4.15. The velocity pattern of 
sample XX58 is observed to be similar to the previous sample XX26.6 ft. However, the 
values are found to be lower than the corresponding measured values of sample XX26.6 
ft. The change in P velocity when the dry sample is saturated with brine is 2.3% till it 
reaches 95% of saturation. And then a steep rise of 14% was observed for the remaining 
5% of saturation. S-wave velocity shows change of 8% from dry to 100% brine 
saturated state. Fig 4.16 shows 3.7% decrease in P-wave velocity as oil flooding 
proceeds till irreducible water saturation is reached. Later on, the change in P wave 
velocity from fully oil saturated to the end of C02 flooding is 6.83%. The shear velocity 
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Figure 4.15: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of brine saturation for sample XX.58 ft. 
The maximum difference in percentage between predicted and experimental P and S 
wave velocity is 3.7% and l % respectively from dry to brine saturating state. In case of 
oil replacing brine, P and S velocity deviate (max) by 2.4% and 0.7% respectively from 
the experimental values (Fig 4.16). When the oil saturated sample is further flooded by 
liquid C02, the theoretical P and S velocity deviate (max) by 8.2% and l .5% 
respectively from the corresponding experimental values (Fig 4.17). Therefore a good 
agreement between the experimental P velocity and the Biot predicted velocity is 
observed for the first two flooding scenarios. Both shows same trend with lower 
deviation between them. However predicted P-velocity does not follow the 
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Figure 4.16: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
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Figure 4.17: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of liq. C02 saturation oil saturated for sample XX58 ft. 
All the above flooding experiments were performed on Tuscaloosa sandstones. Two 
Paluxy sandstones between XX78 ft and XX83.5 ft were se lected for next two 
experiments. For the sample from XX78 ft, P wave velocity decreases by 3.7% at 95% 
brine saturation and increases by 11 % at the end of first cycle (Fig 4. 18). On the other 
hand, -wave velocity decreases by 6% till the end of the first cycle. In the next 
flooding cycle where oil is introduced to the brine saturated sample, the P velocity 
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measurements shows the decrease of 3% (Fig. 4.19). Later, the P velocity decreases by 
4% in the next flooding cycle when liquid C02 is replaced by oi l (Fig. 4.20). The S 
velocity shows little variation with saturation for the second and third cycle of flooding . 
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Figure 4.18: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of brine saturation for sample XX78 ft 
The predicted and experimental P and S velocity differ (max.) by 2% and 1.8%, 
respectively (Fig.4. 18) for the brine saturation scenario. In oil flooding scenario, the 
difference in P and S-wave velocity is 2% and 1.4% respectively. Therefore, Biot-
Gas mann theory is uccessful in predicting the experimental values for both the brine 
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and oil flooding scenarios. The predicted P and S wave velocity deviate from the 
corresponding experi mental values by 7.4% and 4%, respectively in the third flooding 
scenario. And once again, the Biot-Gassmann theory fai ls in C02 flooding scenario for 
compressional wave velocity. 
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Figure 4.19: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data for sample XX78 ft as oil replaces brine 
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Figure 4.20: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of liq. C02 saturation for oil saturated sample XX78 ft 
The sample XX83 .5 ft when flooded with brine shows a change of 6.7% in P wave 
ve locity (Fig 4.21) until 95% of saturation is reached. l 7% increase in P wave velocity 
is observed for the remaining 5% of saturation. The overall decrease in S velocity for 
the first flooding scenario is 9%. Later on, flooding oil decreases the P velocity by 3% 
while howing the negligible effect on S velocity (Fig 4.22). Thereafter, P velocity 
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drops by 8.6% (Fig 4.23) for the liquid C02 flooding. But S velocity shows no variation 
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Figure 4.21: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of brine saturation for sample XX83.5 ft. 
For the brine flooding scenario, the predicted P and S velocity differ by 3% and 4% 
(max), respectively from the experimental values. Whereas for oil flooding scenario, the 
difference (in %) is 3.6% and 4.8% (max) respectively. In C02 flooding scenario, they 
differ by 8.8% and 5.7% respectively. The difference is larger in third case with a 
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Figure 4.22: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
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Figure 4.23: Experimental (filled) and theoretical (open) P and S wave velocity 
data as a function of liq. C02 saturation for oil saturated sample XX83.S ft. 
In all the samples, we see a systematic decrease in P and S velocity when saturated with 
brine. This is because density increases with flooding whereas bulk fluid modulus 
remains same in the order of that of gas. After saturation crosses 95%, bulk fluid 
modulus rises steeply to the order of brine. Therefore, we observe a high increase in P 
velocity whereas S velocity continues to decrease due to increasing density of the fluid. 
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When oil floods the brine saturated sample, a slight decrease in P velocity is observed 
since overall bulk modulus decreases. Although there is decrease in density too but the 
flooding scenario is dominated by bulk modulus. In C02 flooding scenario we expect a 
high drop in P-velocity as there is overall decrease in fluid modulus and density is still 
in the order of that of oil. But this is not what happened; we observed a steady linear 
change in P velocity when flooded with C02. This is the reason why Biot-Gassmann 
theory doesn ' t agree to the third flooding scenario. 
I investigate this behavior of velocity through intrinsic rock property, pore fluid 
properties and its distribution. Porosity measurements and chemical interaction in rock 
saturated with C02 may produce the uncertainty in the intrinsic rock properties. 
Combined properties of C02 in oil and brine mixture and its distribution in pore space 
are the factors that may affect the velocity across the sample. Sensitivity analysis of 
fluid properties and rock porosity to theoretical velocity values helped to determine the 
uncertainty in rock and fluid properties. Later, I speculate the fluid distribution must be 
' patchy saturation ' instead of uniform fluid distribution. 
4.5 Sensitivity Analysis to velocity estimated using Gassmann equation 
Sample chosen for sensitivity analysis is from depth XX79 ft. The predicted velocities 
are estimated for porosity values of 21 %, 23% and 25%. The estimated fluid modulus is 
(Kr) decreased by 0.1 , increased by 0.1 and 0.2 and estimated fluid density is decreased 
by 0.02, increased by 0.02 and 0.03 . The estimated fluid properties used are shown 
below: 
Fluid Kf (GPa) Density (gm/cc) 
Brine 2.583 1.05 
Oil 1.375 0.81 
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Figure 4.24: Sensitivity analysis of predicted Vp to porosity with three flooding 
scenarios on sample XX78 ft 
4.5 .2 Case 2: Brine and oil fluid modulus -decreased by 0.1, increased by 0.1 and 0.2 
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Figure 4.25: Sensitivity analysis of predicted Vp fluid bulk moduli with three 
flooding scenarios for sample XX78 ft. 
4.5.3 Case 2: Brine and oil fluid density-decreased by 0.02, increased by 0.02 and 
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Figure 4.26: Sensitivity analysis of pred. Vp to fluid density with three flooding 
scenarios on sample XX78 ft 
ensitivity analysis shows that porosity is the major factor that affects the predicted P-
elocity for all the three flooding scenarios whereas fluid modulus affects only the oil 
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-
flooding brine scenario. Density doesn ' t show any significant change in Biot-Gassmann 
predicted velocity. This analysis confirms that Biot-Gassmann theory is not applicable 
in C02 flooding scenario. Also, errors in rock and fluid properties are ruled out to be 
responsible for the mismatch between the predicted and the experimental velocity 
values. 
The next step is to analyze the possibility of 'patchy saturation ' instead of uniform 
saturation. A detailed overview on patchy saturation model is discussed in Chapter 2 
sec. 2.8. Apart from patchy conditions, dispersion may be another factor that may be 
creating disparity between high frequency lab ultrasonic measurements and low 
frequency Biot-Gassmann model. Total velocity dispersion, as defined by Winkler, is 
the difference in calculated Biot predicted velocity (zero frequency) and frequency 
dependent measured velocity. Dispersion is caused by non-equilibration of pore fluid 
due to presence of low aspect cracks in saturated reservoir rocks. However, effects of 
dispersion are minimal due to the following reasons: 
a. Winkler, 1986 observed decrease in dispersion on sandstones as a function 
of effective pressure. The effective pressure study (Chapter 4, sec 4.3.2) also 
proved that the difference in predicted and experimental data decreases as 
we go higher the differential pressure. As flooding experiments are 
performed under 1500 psi effective pressure (responsible for closure of most 
of the low aspect ratio cracks), dispersion is expected to be negligible. 
b. The dispersion in shear velocity represents more reliable and is the true 
velocity dispersion (King, 1966; Winkler, 1986). As observed in all the shear 
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velocity measurements data, the predicted velocity values are equal or 
slightly greater than experimental data. 
Since dispersion is out of question, patchy saturation is speculated as a primary reason 
of P ve locity behavior as a function of saturation. 
4.6 Patchy saturation condition 
Theoretical P veloci ty is estimated under patchy saturation condition using Eq. 2.6 and 
plotted with experimental values in Fig 4.27. The input parameters for the patchy model 
such as bulk moduli and saturation values were determined experimentally. 
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Figure 4.27: The patchy modeled P wave velocity (dotted) calculated using patchy 
model (Eq. 2.6) is better correlated to the experimental values in C02 flooding 
scenario. 
On the contrary to the Biot-Gassmann theory, theoretical P-wave velocity estimated 
from effective bulk modulus of patchy saturation shows good agreement with the 
experimental data (Fig 4.27). Therefore, it is inferred that C02 distribution may be more 
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like "patchy" than uniform in oil saturated samples. Such linear velocity behavior can 
be easily inverted to saturation parameters. As discussed in Chapter 2 sec 2.2, there are 
two physical phenomenons which may favor patchy saturation: 
4.6. l Miscibility 
Miscibility is the mixing of C02 and oil without any interface. The miscibility 
occurs when C02 flooding pressure is above minimum miscible pressure i.e 
1500 psi (communicated through Richard, 20 l 2). Miscibility enhances the oil 
recovery. The oil recovery in these experiments is 84% (average). The C02 
miscibility reduces oil viscosity and increases oil swelling resulting in high oil 
mobility and oil recovery efficiency. My study does not consider miscible or 
immiscible C02 flooding, but the experimental conditions, high oil recovery and 
visual inspection of effluents give some indication of miscible flooding. 
4.6.2 Viscous fingering 
Viscous fingering is result of hydrodynamic instability, which is the instability 
associated with interface between two fluids of different viscosities and 
densities . Fluid displacement through flooding is more susceptible to viscous 
fingering which is governed by viscous force and gravity. It was a general 
conception that viscosity ratio of displacing fluid to displaced fluid when greater 
than l induces hydrodynamic instability (Dana and Skoczylas, 1999). But later 
mobility ratio was found to be more controlling factor (Cosentino, 2001). Maes 
et al. in 2010 used logarithm of mobility ratio (> 1) to define the boundary of 
hydrodynamic instability. Since there is no data available on relative 
permeability of C02 in reservoir oil , casual calculations shows that log of 
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mobility ratio is greater than 1. However, C02 is a miscible fluid whjch reduces 
the effect of viscous fingering. The high mobility of C02 enhances fingering but 
is limited by the gravity (high density), capillary and miscibility effects (Garcia 
and Pruess, 2003). Since the previous studies were based on gas and water 
flooding; many other factors have to be considered for C02 flooding to confinn 
its behavior related to viscous fingering. 
Patchy saturation may be outcome of any of the above phenomenon individually or 
together. However, miscibility effects seem more likely to cause patchy saturation that 
directly impacts P-velocity and impedance. The experiments in this study are limited to 
analysis of fluid saturation and velocity behavior and therefore, more rigorous 
experiments are required to characterize the fluid flow phenomenon that leads to patchy 
saturation. 
4.7 Impedance behavior with various fluid fronts 
The product of measured velocity with density yield impedance. The P and S 
impedances are plotted for all samples in Fig 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30 for brine, oil and 
liquid C02 flooding scenarios respectively. 
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Figure 4.30: The P impedance for all four samples calculated in liquid C02 
flooding scenario. Best fit line with R2 of more than 0.9 is determined using linear 
regression analysis. 
The overall variation of P and S impedance values for each flooding scenario m 
diffe rent samples are listed in Table 4.7 and 4.8. And it is clear that P impedance is nore 
sensitive to the fl uid saturation as compared to S impedance for all flood ing scenarios. 
Table 4.7: P- Impedance change with different flooding scenarios at effective 
_pressure o f 1500 _p_s1. 
Sample depth (ft) Brine saturating d ry Oil replacing brine C0 2 flooding 
XX26.6 25% -5.3% -8.4% 
XX58 27% -6.3% -9 .6% 
XX79 2 1% -5 .6% -5 .9% 
XX83.5 25% -5 .8% -9.5% 
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Table 4.8: S- Impedance change with different flooding scenarios at effective 
_.Q_ressure o f 1500 _QSI. 
Sample depth (ft) Brine saturating dry Oil replacing brine C02 flooding 
XX26.6 7.5% -3.0% -1 .2% 
XX58 4.3% -3.1% -0.6% 
XX79 6% -3.9% -2.9% 
XX83.5 3.8% -3 .8% -1.3% 
Linear regression analysis is performed on the experimental data as shown in Fig 4.30 
to generate an empirical relationship. The proposed impedance model for liquid C02 
flooding where liquid C02 replaces oil in sample is given as: 
le= rS0 + lco ... (4.2) 
Where, r is the slope between P-impedance and oil saturation, S0 (with irreducible 
water saturation). The intercept, lea is the impedance of C02 saturated rock (with some 
immovable oil and water). Values of r for all the four plugs are found to be close to 
0.5.km.gm/cc/sec. The R-squared for the linear fit is found to be more than 90% which 
shows good fit to the experimental data. 
Since it is not feasible to determine the intercept (I co) in Eq. 4.2 as it requires a 
considerable amount of time for a well to reach C02 flooded state with immovable 
oil/brine, we consider a boundary condition for a region with no C02 in order to 
eliminate the intercept. Therefore, in this region, S0 = 1, le = 10 , where 10 is the 
impedance of the sample saturated with oil and water (preferably oil). 
The above condition is applied to Eq. (4.2) . 
... (4.3) 
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Using Eq. (4.2) and (4.3) the saturation of 0 2 is determined as 
_ [lo] preflooded - [le] postflooded (
9
) 
Seo - ··· z r 
This empirical relationship can be applied to acoustic logs or seismic data to estimate 
the saturation of C02. 
4.8 Application to field data 
The empirical correlation and patchy model confirms to be more reliable to the 
experimental data than Biot-Gassmann theory. Therefore, the models are applied to the 
available logs in order to quantify the C02 saturation. 
Pre flooded logs are available from a well from Delhi field. The expected formation 
fluids are brine and oil. The available field pre flooded logs are the basis of substituting 
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Figure 4.31: Field pre-flooded and post-flooded Vp and Vs logs 
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as a function of depth. Predicted Vp from patchy saturation condition (red) and 
our correlation (green) are computed by 10% and 90% C02 replacements. This is 
compared to available post-flooded logs. 
We use Eq. 2.6 (patchy model) and Eq . 4.2 (empirical correlation) to estimate the P and 
S wave velocity values at C02 saturation of I 0% and 90%. Fig 4.31 clearly shows that 
both equations 2.6 (patchy) and 4.2 (empirical) estimate the C02 saturation to be around 
90% in the Paluxy region. The irregularities in the empirical predicted velocity above 
depth XX72 ft in Fig 4.31 is caused due to bulk density measured in Jog. It is found that 
the estimated velocities from the empirical correlations are highly sensitive to density, 
unlike patchy saturation conditions. 
These logs are used to create 2D synthetic seismic as mentioned in chapter 3 sec 3.7. 
The 2D synthetic seismic is created from the reflection coefficient values which are 
estimated from the velocity and density values of pre flooded (base case) and C02 
substituted logs (Aki and Richards, 1980). The reflection coefficients are convolved 
with a 60 Hz Ricker wavelet (Fig 4.32) to generate a 2D synthetic seismogram as 
function of offset (angles) . Therefore, a base 2D synthetic seismogram and three post 
flooded (C02 substituted using empirical correlation) 2D synthetic seismograms are 
generated. Subsequently, the difference between the post and pre flooded 2D synthetic 






Figure 4.32: Ricker wavelet of 60 Hz frequency and 120 ms length used to create 
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Figure 4.33: Seismic amplitude difference as function of offset and C02 
saturation for reflection from Tuscaloosa and Paluxy interfaces. The base case 
is pre C02 flood condition when the formation is saturated with oil and water. 
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Fig. 4.33 show difference between the C02 ubstituted and pre flooded (ba e case) 
synthetic sei mic offset. The blue and red color in Fig 4.33 corre pond to negati e 
and positive amplitude respective ly. The presence of C02 in sand tone below a 
shale layer indicates a negative impedance contrast and negative amplitude. The 
amplitude values in Fig 4.33 imply that the normal incidence and far offset sei mic 
can detect C02 aturation of 50% or more at the Tuscaloosa and Paluxy interfaces. 
This confirms the feasibility of 40 seismic to map C02 flood front above mentioned 
saturation. It is also observed that A YO signature becomes significant in low C02 
saturation. At higher C02 saturation, normal incidence has a strong amplitude 
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Figure 4.34: Lab based A VO analysis created for different fluid and rock scenarios 
in Tuscaloosa (i) and Paluxy (ii) formation 
After the A YO analysis on field data, A YO signature from laboratory measurements is 
estimated. Lab based A YO anal ysis determines intercept and curvature values with 
different fluid-fluid and rock fluid positions (Fig 4.34). The A YO analysis at the 
interfaces below or above C02 can give the resemblance with the lab based A YO. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
Based on the laboratory studies l determined the relation hip between 0 2 aturation 
and impedance which can be directly applied in the field undergoing 0 2 flooding. The 
lab derived empirical correlation below can be used to determine 2 saturation from 
the seismic or sonic impedance data. 
S _ [lo] preflooded - [le] postflooded 
C02 - r 
The other conclusion from this study: 
5.1 Compressional velocity behavior with C02 flooding cannot be adequately described 
by Biot-Gassmann theory. Patchy saturation condition fits better with the 
experimental data. 
5.2 Velocity behavior in effective pressure study indicates that the Biot effective stress 
coefficient, ' n is less than unity in liquid C02 saturated and tone in contrary to 
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omenclatu re 
C oncentration of th mineral 
f = Volumetric concentrati n f mineral 
G = hear modulu of the rock, pa 
= Impedance alue in oil aturated r ck flood d ith 2· 
km. gm/ cc/sec 
f co = Impedance values in C02 aturated rock ( ith irreducible at rand 
oil), km.gm/cc/sec 
/ 0 = Impedance alues in oil saturated rock with irreducible water, 
km.gm/cc/sec 
K = Bulk modulus of a component, GPa 
= Ory bulk modulus of the rock, GPa 
= Effective bulk modulus of the rock GPa 
= Fluid bulk modulus of the fluid , GPa 
= Grain bulk modulus, GPa 
= Bulk modulus of rock saturated with fluid i, GPa 
= Mineral bulk modulus, GPa 
= Ruess average of the component GPa 
KvRH = Voigt-Ruess-Hill average of the mineral component , Pa 
= Voigt average of the component Pa 
n = Biot effecti e stre coefficient 
Pc == onfining Pressure, GPa 
== Di fD rential Pre ure Pa , 
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Pe = ffi cti e Pr ure. Pa 
PP = P re Pre ur . Pa 
<p = Poro ity 
Pbulk = Bulk den it , glee 
Pco2 = arbon dioxide den it . glee 
Pt = Fluid density, g/cc 
p9 = Grain density, g/cc 
Po = Oil density glee 
Pw = Water density, glee 
p1 = density of the top layer, glee 
p2 density of the bottom layer, glee 
r = Slope between impedance saturation relationship , km .gm/cc/ ec 
R = Reflection coefficient 
S = concentration of fluid 
S0 = Saturation of oil (with irreducible water saturation), fraction 
Sc02 = Saturation of Carbon dioxide, fraction 
Sw = Saturation of water, fraction 
vb = Bulk volume, cc 
v8 = Grain volume, cc 
vp = Pore volume, cc 
VP = ompre sional wave velocity, km/sec 
Vs = hear a e elocity, km/sec 
I I = locit in th top la er, km/ ec 
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= cit in th b ttom la er, km/ 
z, = acou tic imp dan e for top la r. km .g/c I 
Z2 = acou tic impedanc for b ttom la r, km .glee/ c 
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Appendix 
Velocity quilibrium tudy on coal and hale: 
Velocity equilibrium tud a p rfi rm d on coal and hal ampl imilar t fu d 
glas bead and Berea and ton . The P and cit Fig . I ) \ er mea ur d 
as a function of time acr 
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Figure A.0.1 Measured VP and V equilibrating with ga eou 0 2 (blue) and liquid 
tate C02 (red) in coal. The VP and V5, hown with dotted line, are predicted from 
dry measurement . 
The time r quired fo r gaseous 0 2 to tabilize in the pore pac of coal r main 
und t rmined a I ob er e ome perturbation after 1200 minute . The rea n b hind 
u h b ha i r ma be due to the dual poro it that exi t in coal. 2 initial) lill up 
th P re pa e in cleat and then get ad orbed in the surface aft r m time. 
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The econd observation is the increase in Vp after C 2 pha e chang . Thi in r a 1 
predicted reasonab ly by Biot-Gassmann theory. Coal ha a lo bulk modulu (- 5 GPa). 
low grain density (- 1.35) and a low porosity (5%). Ther fore. VP i m re en iti e to 
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Fi urc .0.2: Mca urcd P (i) and (ii) wave velocity equilibrating with oa co u 
0 2 (blue) and liquid tate C0 2 (red) in Woodford hale 
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hales are high in total organic cont nt (T ) and thi hale ha 40% ( upt . 
2012). Fig .2 how mea ured Yp and V recorded ith time at c nfining and p re 
pre sure same as mentioned in sec 3.5.1 . An increa ing trend i ob er ed in P elocit 
when sample i saturated ith ga eou and liquid C02. Thi increas 
pore fluid i liquid C02. Thus, shale need more time to equilibrate a 
The measurements are topped after 3200 minutes (- 53 hour 
teeper \ h n 
en in Fig .2 . 
hales are more 
complicated than sandstones due to anisotropy, presence of clay mineral , TO and 
adsorption. Therefore, more intense experiments are needed to characterize it elocit 
behavior with C02 flooding. 
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